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Abstract. The paper describes the results of making the mathematical and physical 
models of the authors, by using analogous methods and materials. There is the 
mathematical rock mass deformability model as a base for foundation engineering a 
concrete arch dam and the physical rock slope model which was tested by loading until 
failure and the results were compared with the calculation procedure. In the first 
example the correlation is established between the static and the analogous dynamic in 
situ investigations for creating the mathematical rock mass deformability model. In the 
second example there is application of the analogous materials for the discontinuity 
shearing simulation on the physical slope model. The results of the geotechnical in situ 
investigations and laboratory testing carried out in the Institute for Development of 
Water Resources "Jaroslav Cerni" in Belgrade were used for making the models. 

Key words:  analogous model, rock mass deformability, deformation modulus, rock slope 
model, stress, shear displacement, loading. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The modeling method represents the youngest method in the contemporary scientific 
research and it is very significant for the further development of the science. It is based on the 
classical method of analogy, which is used for discovering similarities in objects, processes and 
appearances with phenomena which are to be discovered, but are not available for research. 
This kind of approach to research of course cannot give absolutely correct solutions. Therefore 
it is based on probable solutions whose larger probability of accuracy depends on the input data 
and proper application of the method. Nowadays there are various systematizations in modeling 
related to the procedure of modeling and types of models. However, regardless of the very wide 
concept of modeling, models can basically be divided into mathematical and physical, which 
have to be compatibly connected in serious researches.    
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On the other hand, mathematical and physical models can be deterministic, which use 
constitutive equations for modeling, i.e. concurrent mechanical-physical connections in 
simulating a certain process and analogous, which use connections between completely 
different methods and materials for modeling.     Thus for example, the method of the 
membrane analogy for simulating the torsion effect is known in the civil engineering sci-
ence.  Also, there are works of Mihajlo Petrovic Alas, PhD, very famous in the Serbian 
and world science related to the field of modeling (mathematical phenomenology), out of 
which the most famous is the hydrointegrator model, i.e. hydroanalogous computer device 
for solving non-integrable differential equations. Furthermore, there are very interesting 
and significant works of Kosta Stojanovic, PhD, in modeling economic and various social 
processes by means of laws of thermodynamics.  On the basis of numerous examples of 
modeling in contemporary researches it can be concluded that this method, analogous 
modeling especially, by its substantiality and possibility of application is the general 
method in all the fields of science and technology.   

This paper describes two models of the authors which are made by means of analogy – 
application of analogous methods and application of analogous materials. The first model 
represents the mathematical rock mass deformability model, which is used to estimate the 
deformability modulus of the site dam rock mass for the Preliminary Design level. It is 
developed by analogous connection between the static in situ investigation method of rock mass 
deformability and the geophysical prospecting on the of the site dam profil used for evaluation 
of the rock mass quality. The second model represents the physical model of rock slope 
constituted of block series (Fig. 4) which is made of analogous materials and tested with the 
aim of confirming the author's original calculation methods for the rock stability analysis.  

The results of a large number of geotechnical and geophysical in situ investigations as 
well as the results of model testing carried out in the Institute for Development of Water 
Resources "Jaroslav Cerni" in Belgrade were used for making the models. 

2. ROCK MASS DEFORMABILITY MODEL 

2.1. Static and dynamic investigation methods  

Investigation of the mechanical behavior of the rock mass as a base for foundation en-
gineering a gravity and gravity arch dams is mostly reduced to investigation of rock mass 
deformability under pressure, mechanical strength testing, especially the shear strength on 
the concrete-rock contact, and finally, investigation of the stress state in the rock mass. 

The investigation of rock mass deformability under pressure represents a relatively 
expensive and complex procedure, first of all because of the investigation which has to be 
carried out in situ, i.e. in large scale. Due to the scarce and insufficient number of measuring 
points on the site dam profile, the extrapolation of the results on the entire profile was quite 
difficult and unreliable in the initial period of the development of the static deformability 
methods (1970s).  The problem of results extrapolation on the site dam profile is solved by the 
development of the so-called combined static-dynamic method of deformability investigation 
[4]. This method was derived by connecting the static method of deformability investigation, 
mostly the hydraulic jack method (Fig. 1) for acquiring the static modulus (deformability 
modulus D and elasticity modulus E) and the refraction seismic method which is carried out on 
the entire site dam profil to obtain the quasi-homogenous zones for the dynamic parameters 
(velocity of  longitudinal and transversal waves) (Fig. 2). Connecting of these methods is done 
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by means of the micro-seismic refraction of the surroundings of the measuring point on which 
at the same time the static pressure tests are carried out. In this way it is possible to make the 
correlation between the static values (modulus D and modulus E) and the dynamic values 
(wave velocity p , and s, Poisson's ratio νdyn and dynamic elasticity modulus Edyn) in the 
following form: 
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By extrapolation of  these results on the previously gotten quasi-homogeneous zones 
for the dynamic parameters, the so called engineering geological section for the deform-
ability parameters is derived (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 1. In situ hydraulic jacking test on the site dam "Tange Soleyman" in Iran. The tests 
were caried out by the Institute for Development of Water Resources "Jaroslav 
Cerni", in Belgrade, 1991. 

 
Fig. 2. Engineering geological section of seismic velocity vp and deformability modulus 

D on the site dam "Dobre strane", Srbija. The tests were caried out by the Institute 
for Development of Water Resources "Jaroslav Cerni", in Belgrade, 2010. 
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2.2. Rock mass deformability models 

In the 1960s to 1980s period, on the basis of a large number of static-dynamic investi-
gations in the limestone rock mass, certain correlation connections are established in the 
form D = D (νp), Е = Е (νр), D = D (Edyn) and E = E (Edyn). Thus for example, a cor-
relation connection between the modulus D and E and the longitudinal wave velocity νp 
(Kujundzic, Petrovic [4]) is given in the following form: 

   446 =Eand   131 D 332.2

(MPa)

773.2

(MPa) pp   (2) 

Further modeling development went in the direction of introducing some other influ-
ences in the analytical connections of the form D = D (Edyn) and E = E (Edyn). Thus, at 
the beginning of 1980s, on the basis of cooperation between the Institute for Development 
of Water Resources  "Jaroslav Černi", Belgrade and the "Gidroprojekt" Institute, Moscow 
(Kujundzic, Savic [5]) deformability modeling was carried out for several types of the 
rock mass (carbonate, igneous and metamorphic rock). The analytical expressions of 
deformability modulus D and E as a function of dynamic parameter E dyn and a static 
load p are established in the following form: 

 -0,0119 p -0,011p

dynlg D = (1,141 + 0,97e  ) lg E  - 0,875 - 6,153e   (3) 

 -0,0176 p -0,0149p

dynlg E = (1,141 + 0,344e ) lg E  - 0,875 - 2,425e  (4) 

In the further modeling procedure it is registered that some other factors influence the 
value of modulus D and E, such as for example, the uniaxial rock mass strength (с) and 
the level of the rock mass load (р).  

Therefore, on the basis of these facts and a larger number of the investigation results, 
the rock mass deformability model is established by the author (Andjelkovic [1]) in the 
following form: 
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for: 80 ≤  βc (МРа)  ≤  150   and 1,0 ≤  р (МРа) ≤  8,0 

The stated rock mass deformability models are made for the need of estimating the rock 
mass deformability parameters for the concrete arch dam Preliminary Design level.  

3. ROCK SLOPE MODEL CONSTITUTED OF BLOCK SERIES  

3.1. Main postulates of the stability solving method 

The surface rock layers in which cuts are formed, as well as natural rock slopes, can 
appear in the most diverse structural forms in nature. These differences in the structure 
are first of all the result of various geological forms of the rock mass itself and the various 
manners it cracks. This paper presents briefly the author's original method for solving 
stability of the block slopes constituted of blocks of random geometry which are linked 
into a series of blocks (Fig. 3a) where instability almost exclusively appears with the loss 
of the shear strength along discontinuities. The solving procedure for the progressive 
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failure is showed on the physical slope model, considering the fact that the theoretical 
form and solving of numerous examples was previously described in the work of the au-
thor (Andjelkovic [2]). The paper describes for the first time the calculation and the ex-
perimental results of the stability analysis on the physical model (Fig. 3b), which is made 
of the analogous materials for simulating the rock discontinuity shearing. The results of 
the physical model gave some significant characteristics of the block system and the 
validity of the method was confirmed.  

The blocks in Fig. 3a are separated from the bearing weight and among themselves by 
discontinuities AB, BC, CD, CF, and BG which have the same treatment in the analytical 
sense. For this kind of the block system the following initial assumptions are introduced: 

1. Blocks are stiff figures in relation to the discontinuity filling which is deformable. 
2. The filling deformability exists in the direction of the shearing, whereas the 

deformations in the normal direction are insignificantly small. 
3. The block displacements are generated by sliding on all the bed (AB, BC and CD) 

and transverse surfaces (CF and BG), while failure appears by exceeding the shear 
strength on discontinuities. 

4. In the general case, with the action of the dead weight (G), the earthquake force 
(Z) and some external load (H,V), it is taken that the resisting load is uniformly 
distributed on the discontinuities and represented by the resultants Ti and Ni of the 
shear, i.e. normal load. 

 

Fig. 3. Rock slope constituted of block series. 3a. The rock slope drawing. 3b.  
The rock slope physical model. 

For the formation of the static system the following is used: the equilibrium conditions in 
the horizontal and the vertical direction, the block displacements plan and the connections 
between the shear displacements and the resisting forces Ti and Ni on discontinuities. 

3.2. Making of the physical model  

The physical model of the slope constituted of block series was made out of the two 
following reasons: in order to compare the results of the stability calculation on the model 
with the results of the experimental procedure and to investigate by means of calculation 
and experimentally the influence of the transverse discontinuity inclination on the block 
slope stability. With this aim two rock slope models are made with the only difference in 
the inclination of the transverse discontinuities (Fig. 4а and 4b). 
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The main attention when making these models was paid to the choice of the block 
material, and especially to the choice of the analogous material for the shearing simula-
tion along the discontinuity filling. The blocks are made of full and solid wood (wood for 
the railway sleepers) of the bulk density γ = 4.9 kN/m3 and dimensions (сm) according to 
Fig. 4. The discontinuity filling model is made of such a material that for the shearing we 
get the curves on which in the general case there is a field of elasticity, the peak shearing 
strength and the residual friction (Fig. 5).  

After a wider testing of various materials a combination was chosen of a rough paper 
for the friction and a vynyl-coated wallpaper for the peak shearing simulation. Using these 
materials a discontinuity is formed according to (see Fig. 7). 

Between the sheets of rough paper with which the upper and lower shearing surface is 
covered there is an insert of a vynyl-coated wallpaper, shaped according to Fig. 7. It is glued 
with one end to the mobile block surface, while the other end is glued to the immobile block 
surface. The shearing causes friction on the paper and straining of the insert at the same time, by 
which the shearing until failure is modeled as well as the decrease of strength onto the residual 
friction. This analogous shearing can be represented by a rheological model in Figure 6 which 
represents a parallel connection between the Saint-Venant's solid friction and elastic strain. 
According to the shape of the test shearing curves (Fig. 8b) it can be observed that in the 
beginning the largest part of the shearing force is taken over by friction, while later it is 
transferred to the elastic wallpaper insert. On thus formed models the calculation and 
experimental simulation of the progressive failure were performed. With this aim the entire 
calculation and experimental tests were conducted in three phases.  

In phase one a series of 4 wooden blocks was formed in the shape of a cuboid which 
were used for the shearing tests on the model discontinuities, for different values of nor-
mal stresses (Fig. 8a). These tests resulted with the appropriate shearing curves τ = f 
(σ, us) and the Mohr –Coulomb limit curves τ = f (σ), as an input data for the calculation 
procedure (Fig. 8b).  In phase two a calculation procedure was performed for solving the 
progressive failure for the vertical force P on block 3, which was being increased until the 
total failure by shearing of models 1 and 2. In phase three gradual loading of the slope 
models was performed by means of the vertical force P until the shearing failure and the 
test results were compared with the results of calculation. 

 

Fig. 4. Sketch of the physical models of rock slopes. 4a. Model of the traverse sliding surfaces 
with steeper inclination. 4b. Model of the traverse sliding surfaces with less inclination. 
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3.3. The shear tests on the model discontinuities 

The shear tests on the model discontinuities were conducted on a series of 4 blocks 
made of hard wood, dimensions of the base 8.5  7.5 cm and 6 cm high (Fig. 7). The 
model of discontinuity, discontinuity filling and roughness are made according to the idea 
of the author [3] of such a material that the generated shear curves show a field of 
elasticity, peak shear strength and residual friction (Fig. 5). 

   

Fig. 5. General shape of shear curve. Fig. 6. Rheological model of the shear discontinuity.  

 

Fig. 7. The model of shear discontinuity.    

The direct shear tests are conducted under various normal stresses which were 
maintained constant during the shearing (Fig. 8а). The results of the shear tests on the 
model samples (Fig. 8b) are represented by the shear curves (full lines) which are 
approximated mathematically by the dotty curves for the calculation procedure of the 
stability analysis. The shear tests gave the following results: 

Peak shear strength:  
        0.4963 + 0.1736 =   (6) 

Residual shear strength:  
 = 0.0964 + 0.4565          (7) 

Connection between the shear displacement and stress: 

  1.5 -  15.0 +  7.823 -  = us   (8) 

where: σ, τ  arbitrary values of normal, i.e. shear stress (N/cm2), and us  shear displacement 
values (mm). 
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The derived equations (6) and (7) for the peak and residual strength are transformed in 
the stability calculation procedure into the modified Mohr -Coulomb failure criteria 
separately for each discontinuity (τ li = σi li tg φi + ci li, that is: Ti = Ni tg φi + ci li). In the 
same manner, the shearing displacements in the equation (8) are modified into the form 
usi = f (Ti, Ni), so that through the block displacements plan (Fig. 9b) the following 
connections can be derived: 
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and though them the additional equations between the couples of resisting forces  (Ti, Ni) 
in the block series (additional equations in the equations sistem (10)). 

  

Fig. 8. The shear  tests on the model discontinuity. 8a. The shear tests setup. 8b.  
The test results on the model discontinuity. 

3.4. The calculation procedure on the models 1 and 2 

The calculation procedure for solving the progressive failure is performed on the 
models 1and 2 for the action of the dead weight and the vertical force P on block 3, which 
was being increased until the total failure by shearing. The sketch of the active load and 
the resisting forces on the model discontinuities, as well as the shearing displacement plan 
for the block system is showed in Fig. 9a and 9b. The results of the calculation procedure 
are given for the model 1, since the calculation procedure on the model 2 is completely 
the same as on the model 1.   

The initial equilibrium equations system (10) for the block dead weight (G3 = 0.212 
N/cm, G2 = 0.341 N/cm and G1 = 0.375 N/cm), as well as the additional equations 
derived from the displacements plan and the equation (8), is the following: 

block 3 
0.212 =  N 0.5 + T 0.866 + N 0.5 + T 0.866

0 = N 0.866 + T 0.5 - N 0.866 - T 0.5

232333

232333   

block 2 
0.341 = N 0.259 + T 0.966 + N 0.707 + T 0.707 + N 0.5 - T 0.866-

0 = N 0.966 + T 0.259 - N 0.707 - T 0.707 + N 0.866 - T 0.5

1212222323

1212222323    
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block 1 
0.375 = N 0.966 + T 0.259 + N 0.259 - T 0.966-

0 = N 0.259 - T 0.966 + N 0.966 - T 0.259

111212

111212       

additional equations:   

1.100  = N 0.870 + T 1.667 - N 1.695 - T 3.250

1.301- = N 1.695 + T 3.250 - N 0.847 - T 1.623

3.571  = N 0.847 + T 1.623 - N 2.825 - T 5.412

3.701- = N 2.825 + T 5.412 - N 0.678 - T 1.299

111212

121222

222323

232333

 (10) 

First the resistance condition is calculated for the block dead weight, and then begins 
gradual increase in the vertical loading, until the resistance (Тi, Ni) on some of the 
discontinuities reaches its peak and residual strength. By introducing the failure condition 
on some of the discontinuities the equation system is reduced, and with further increase of  
loading, the progressive failure is simulated until the limit vertical force Рmax = 11.0 N/cm 
which causes the failure of the entire block system. The calculation is given in detail in 
the BSc thesis of the author (Andjelkovic [2]). 

 

Fig. 9. Sketch of bloks for numerical procedure. 9a. The state of applied and resisting forces. 
9b. Plan of block shear displacements. 

3.5. The experimental procedure on the models 1 and 2 

The experimental procedure on the models 1 and 2 was carried out by gradual vertical 
loading on the block 3, i.e. following the same procedure as in the calculation procedure. 
The measuring device disposition is given in Figure 3b. The vertical loading was done by 
means of weights, and the displacements were measured by deformeters, with the 
precision of 0.01 mm. The deformeters measured the shear displacements on the bed 
discontinuities 3 and 1, whereas on the block 2 possible lifting of the entire block series, 
which did not happen. The maximum force for the first model i.e. the failure force was 
12.6 N/cm, which represents a good concurrence with the calculation value (11.0 N/cm). 
The failure force for the model 2 is 23.8 N/cm which is also a good concurrence with the 
calculation value of 28.0 N/cm. The experimental and calculation shear curves of the 
blocks 1 and 3 on the models 1 and 2 in the function of the vertical loading are showed in 
Figures 10а and 10b.  
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The main characteristic of the progressive failure on the model 1 represents the 
independence of the blocks regarding the transfer of loading, in other words, the 
construction behaves as a series of blocks, where the shearing begins at one end of the 
series and it transfers to the last block. For model 2 the shearing curves u1 and u3 have, 
contrary to model 1, a concave shape until the peak shearing strength, which indicates 
abrupt, i.e. brittle failure, was achieved in the test and by means of calculation. This 
means that if the transverse sliding surfaces have less inclination to the horizontal line, the 
series of blocks is closer to the solid body. 

a)  

b)  

Fig. 10. The shear curves of experimental and calculation procedure on the model 1  
(fig. 10a) and model 2 (fig. 10b). 

4. CONCLUSION 

On examples of the analogous modeling in various fields of investigation, as well as 
on the analogous models described in the paper which are used in the civil engineering, 
the authors wanted to point out to the huge and practically unlimited possibilities of this 
type of modeling in the contemporary scientific researches. Forming of the mathematical 
model of the rock mass deformability is, as it was seen, unusual in the investigation 
practice, since it is based on connecting the two methods completely different in the 
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manner and goals of the investigation. On one hand, the method of the static in situ 
investigation of the rock mass deformability is applied, and on the other, the dynamic 
method, i.e. the seismic testings on the site dam for the investigation of the rock mass 
quality.  By means of the micro-seismic testings around the locations for the static 
deformability investigations, it is possible to make the extrapolation of the scarce and 
expensive static results on the entire site dam profile.  On the basis of a large number of 
this kind of analogous investigations, the mathematical models are formed for estimating 
the deformability parameters on the level of the Preliminary Design for the concrete 
gravity and arch dam. On the example of forming the physical slope model, which was 
used for the calculation and the experimental procedure for stability solving, the authors 
wanted to confirm the validity of the new method for the stability solving of the block 
rock slopes. Namely, if is it realistically assumed that all the computer simulations of the 
variant solutions are still insufficient for the proof of a method's validity, then the need for 
the analogous modeling in the making of physical models is justified.  
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PRIMENA ANALOGNIH MODELA U GRAĐEVINARSTVU 

Vladimir Anđelković, Žarko Lazarević, Velimir Nedović 

U radu su dati rezultati izrade matematičkih i fizičkih modela autora, dobijenih korišćenjem 
analognih metoda i materijala. Prikazan je matematički model deformabilnosti stenske mase kao podloge 
za fundiranje lučne betonske brane i fizički model stenske kosine na kome su izvršeni ogledi opterećivanja 
do loma i rezultati upoređeni sa računskim postupkom. U prvom primeru uspostavljena je korelaciona 
veza između statičkih i analognih dinamičkih ispitivanja in situ za dobijanje matematičkog modela 
deformabilnosti stenske mase. U drugom primeru  pokazana je primena analognih materijala za 
simulaciju smicanja po pukotinama na fizičkom modelu kosine. Za izradu modela korišćeni su rezultati 
geotehničkih ispitivanja in situ i laboratorijskih ispitivanja izvršenih u Institutu za vodoprivredu "Jaroslav 
Černi u Beogradu. 

Ključne reči:  analogni model, deformabilnost stenske mase, moduo deformacije, model stenske 
kosine, napon, smičuće pomeranje, opterećenje.


